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Abstract

In this work by using nonsmooth analysis techniques we provide a geometric characterization of both the free

disposal hypothesis for production sets and the strict monotonicity condition for preference relations even for

nonconvex economies.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we prove a characterization of sets that satisfy a regularity property on its boundary

points. This regularity deals with the babilityQ of starting at a boundary point of the set, entering it

according to directions given by a closed convex cone. For instance, if the set is a production set and the

convex cone is the negative orthant, this babilityQ is simply the so called free disposal hypothesis (FDH)

widely used in economics; if the set is the set of points preferred to a given consumption bundle and the

cone is the positive orthant, then we are talking about strict monotonicity of the preference.2
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(1991), Eatwell et al. (1987) and Khan and Vohra (1987) for details on these concepts.
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The main result of this work is Theorem 3.1, which gives us a characterization of this heretofore

mentioned regularity property in terms of the Clarke’s normal cone to the set at its boundary points. As a

direct consequence of this result, we obtain a characterization of the FDH: a set satisfies the FDH if and

only if the normal cone contains only positive vectors. The necessary condition is well known in

economics and indeed under convexity is used to ensure the positivity of equilibrium prices (whenever

they exist) and also to guarantee that equilibrium and/or Pareto optimum allocations are technologically

efficient allocations. Even in the convex case, the sufficient condition of our main result is apparently

new.

The main mathematical tool to demonstrate our result is the Clarke’s normal cone and its properties

(see Clarke (1983) and Rockafellar and Wets (1998) for details).3
2. Preliminaries

For VpR
n, we denote its interior, boundary and closure by intV, bdV and clV respectively.

Given two vectors x and y in R
n, its inner product is x d y and the Euclidean norm of x is OxO.

The open unit ball in R
n is B and B(x, e) is the ball with center x and radius ez0. The distance

function to V is dV : RnYR, where dV (x)= inf{Ox�vO, vaV}. The projection on V is ProjV :

R
nYV, that is,

ProjV xð Þ ¼ v a V j tx� vt ¼ dV xð Þf g:

In this paper we use the notion of Clarke’s tangent and normal cone to a set VpR
n at a point of it.

Following Clarke (1983), we define the Clarke’s tangent cone to V at vaV as Tc(V, v), where qaTc(V,

v) if and only if for every sequence vkaV such that vkYv and for every sequence tkY0+, there exists a

sequence qkYq such that vk+ tkqkaV. See Khan and Vohra (1987) for an economic interpretation of

this cone.

Given a set WpR
n, its polar set is

W˚¼ p a R
njpwV0; 8waWf g;

and the Clarke’s normal cone to V at vaV, denoted Nc(V, v), is defined as the polar of Tc(V, v).

A set VpR
n is epilipschitzian if for any vaV, int Tc(V, v)p t. When V is convex this property is

equivalent to intVp t. See Rockafellar (1979) and Rockafellar and Wets (1998) for details.

Finally we recall that a production set YpR
n satisfies the free disposal hypothesis if Y�R

n
þpY, and

a preference correspondence P: Rn
þYR

n is monotonic if for every xaR
n,

cl P xð Þ þ R
n
þpP xð Þ:

Note that a convex set that satisfies the free disposal hypothesis is epilipschitzian.
3 The Clarke’s normal cone has been widely used in general equilibrium theory in order to set up the pricing rules that define

the equilibrium notion in economies with nonconvex production and/or consumption sectors. See Brown (1991), Cornet (1988)

and Quinzii (1992) as general references on this type of models. We refer also to Hammond (1998) and Khan and Vohra (1987)

to appreciate how the Clarke’s normal and tangent cones are used in welfare analysis.
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3. Main result

The following Theorem is the central result of this work.

Theorem 3.1. If VpR
n is a closed and epilipschitzian set, given LpR

n a closed convex cone,

V�LpV if and only if Nc(V, v)p�L8.

Proof. Let paNc(V, v) with vabd V . From Loewen (1993) we already know that there exist sequences

tkY0+, pkYp, vkYv, v such that for each vVaV

pk v V� vkð ÞV 1

2tk
tv V� vkt

2
;

and then, given az0, S aL and vV=vk�atkS aV, follows that pk d S z� a
2
OS O2; hence for each

S aL, pk d S z0 (remember that a is arbitrary). Since pkYp we conclude that for every S aL, p d S z0,

that is � paL8 and therefore Nc(Y, y)p� L8.
Suppose now that there exist S 0aL and v0aV such that v0� S 0gV . In such case, from the closeness

of V, there exist e1N0 such that

B v0 � S 0; e1ð Þ \ V ¼ t: ð1Þ

Due to Nc(V, v0)p� L8, it is easy to check that Tc(V, v0)t� L and hence � S 0aTc(V, v0). On the

other hand, from the epilipschitzianity of V, intTc(V, v0)p t and therefore there exist e2N0 such that

B � S 0; e2ð Þ \ int Tc V ; v0ð Þp t: ð2Þ

If we define e=min{e1, e2} /2, both relations (1) and (2) are satisfied at this value and therefore there

exist S 1aB(� S 0, e) such that � S 1a int Tc(V, v0) and v0� S 1gV (this from Eqs. (1) and (2)

respectively). Without loss of generality we can suppose v0abd V (in the contrary case the conclusion is

direct due to Nc(V, v0)= 0Rnf g and Tc(V, v0)=R
n). Define

V ¼ V \ kv0 þ 1� kð Þ v0 � S 1ð Þ; 0VkV1f g
and

q0 ¼ ProyV v0 � S 1ð ÞaV:

Thus, from the above definitions, there exist t0a [0, 1] such that

q0 ¼ t0 v0 � S 1ð Þ þ 1� t0ð Þv0;
and thus v0� S 1�q0=� (1� t0)S 1, which implies Ov0� S 1�q0O=(1� t0)OS 1O.

Finally, since � S 1a int Tc(V, v0), following Clarke (1983) there exists dN0 such that for every ta [0,

d[, q0+ t(� S 1)aV, and therefore, considering that

v0 � S 1ð Þ � q0 þ t � S 1ð Þð Þ ¼ t0 þ t � 1ð ÞS 1;

we can conclude

t v0 � S 1ð Þ � q0 þ t � S 1ð Þð Þt ¼ 1� t0 � tð ÞtS 1tb 1� t0ð ÞtS 1t;

which contradicts the projection definition and ends the proof. 5
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Remark 3.1. By using the same arguments as in the previous proof, it is possible to show a stronger

local version of Theorem 3.1. Indeed, given v0aV and eN0, the statement

V \ clB v0; eð Þ½ � � v0 þ L \ clB v0; eð Þ½ �pV ;

is equivalent to

8va clB v0; eð Þ \ V ; Nc V ; vð Þp� L8:

Finally, it can be proved that the equivalence in Theorem 3.1 holds true under the conditions V is

closed and L is a closed convex cone with nonempty interior.

4. Application to economics

A direct consequence of Theorem 3.1 holds when we consider either production sets satisfying the

free disposal hypothesis or a monotonic preference correspondence. Using Theorem 3.1 we can obtain

an intrinsic characterization of the aforementioned properties in terms of the Clarke’s normal cone to the

boundary of the respective sets. The following proposition is immediate from Theorem 3.1.

Proposition 4.1. A production set YpR
n satisfies the free disposal hypothesis if and only if Nc(Y,

y)pR
n
þ for all yabdY; a preference relation P: Rn

þYR
n
þ is monotonic if and only if Nc(clP(x), xV)p�

R
n
þ for all xaR

n
þ and xVabdP(x).

Remark 4.1. When the production set Y is convex, the Clarke’s normal cone Nc(Y, y) coincides with the

well known normal cone of the convex analysis,

N Y ; yð Þ ¼ paR
njpd yzpd y V; 8y VaYf g:

In other words, paN(Y, y) if and only if y is the production plan4 of the firm at price p. Thus, under

convexity, Proposition 4.1 for production sets can be presented in the following form: a convex and

closed production set satisfies the free disposal hypothesis if and only if any price such that the

respective production plan lies on its boundary is positive.

Remark 4.2. If a production set satisfies a blocal free disposal conditionQ according to the notion given

in Remark 3.1, we conclude that for any point where this condition holds true the normal cone is positive

and viceversa. Considering that a local notion of free disposability could represent a more realistic

economic model that takes into account the fact that is costly either to discard byproducts or to storage

and/or handle raw materials, a local condition as shown above allows us to consider the same properties

regarding normal cones as if production sets fulfill the global condition. Similar reasoning for a

preference correspondence and a local notion of monotonicity.
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